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Abstract
Objectives: Avoidance of residual neuromuscular blockade (RNMB) is crucial to
decrease anesthesia-related pulmonary complications. At present, no data are
available for HIV-infected patients about the occurrence of RNMB. In this trial, we
aim to investigate the incidence of RNMB in such patients.
Methods: Data were prospectively collected on 45 normal and 45 HIV-infected
patients (18-65 yr). The train-of-four stimulation (TOF-Watch SX) was used to
evaluate the level of neuromuscular block from the induction of anesthesia to back to
the postanesthesia care unit (PACU) by an assessor, but blind to the anesthesiologist.
Primary endpoint was the presence of RNMB at PACU admission, defined as a
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train-of-four (TOF) ratio < 0.9. The onset time (from application of cisatracurium to
maximum depression of T1), no reaction time (from zero of T1 to non-zero), and
clinical duration (from application to 25% recovery of T1) were determined for each
patient.
Results: The incidence of RNMB was 37.5% in HIV- infected patients and 32.5% in
normal patients (difference, 5%; 99% CI, −16% to 26 1%; p=0.815). The onset time
was no different between two groups (4.05±0.88 min in HIV-infected group vs.
3.85±1.08 min in normal group (p=0.37)). The no reaction time was also similarly
between two groups ( 49.83±3.81min in HIV-infected group vs. 48.98±5.12min in
normal group (p=0.40)). The clinical duration was 53.78±3.05 min and 52.40±5.02
min in HIV-infected group and normal group, respectively (p=0.14).
Conclusion: The odds of RNMB were not significantly different in HIV-infected
young patients compared to normal persons.
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Introduction
Advances in medical treatment of HIV infection have increased the patient's life span,
and many HIV- infected patients will require a range of surgical procedures during
their illness[1-2]. HIV disease is an extremely complex medical disorder with extensive
systemic effects resulting in multi-organ disease[3-4]. This special disease may
influence the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of muscle relaxants, leading
to an increased risk of postoperative residual neuromuscular blockade (RNMB)[2、5].
Considering that RNMB is associated with respiratory complication and re-intubation,
the risk in AIDS patients is still worthy of paying attention[6-7].

One-third of those diagnosed with HIV/AIDS are reported to have peripheral
neuropathies that can be caused by the virus itself, opportunistic infections, or as a
side effect of some drugs used[8]. Nondepolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents
bind competitively to the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (AchR) on the peripheral
neuromuscular junction, blocking the ability of acetylcholine to produce
depolarization and leading to flaccid paralysis[9]. Thus we hypothesis that the
pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic profiles of the agents may be altered in HIV
patients. Argyro[5] reported that a single bolus dose of vecuronium significantly
prolonged the time of neuromuscular blockade in patients with AIDS. However, at the
present time, there is less cases and data as to the optimal anesthetic management of
these patients, and it is unclear whether HIV-infected patients have much more risks
to RNMB related to incomplete neuromuscular recovery.

The aim of this prospective observational study was to determine the incidence of
RNMB in HIV patients compared with normal patients undergoing lower limb’s



surgery. In addition, the onset time, no reaction time, clinical duration, and
postoperative complication were determined for each patient.

Material and Methods
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Beijing Ditan Hospital, Capital
Medical University and registered with Chinese Clinical Trials.gov
(ChiCTR2100042866). All participants provided written informed consent for this
study. Patients (18-25 yrs of age) with American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA)
physical status I to II presenting for elective lower limb’s procedures requiring general
anesthesia with neuromuscular blockade were enrolled. Exclusion criteria included:
obesity (BMI > 25 kg/cm2) and other suspected difficult intubation; regular use of
drugs likely to interfere with neuromuscular transmission; severe cardiovascular
diseases, renal insufficiency, hepatic dysfunction; patients discoverd on preoperative
screening text to have symptoms or signs of myasthenia.

Anesthetic monitoring and management was standardized in both study cohorts. The
timing and dosing of cisatracurium or reversal agents were determined according to
the clinical judgment of the anesthesiologist. Anesthesia was induced with
intravenous injection of 0.02 mg/kg midazolam, 0.4 μg/kg sufentanil, 1.5-2 mg/kg
propofol, and 0.2 mg/kg cisatracurium. TIVAwas maintained with the remifentanil
and propofol infusion device and adjusted according to clinical response and BIS
value during anesthesia. Mechanical ventilation was carried out by volume -
controlled(VC) mode (tidal volume 8 ml/kg, I: E = 1:1.5, PetCO2 30–40 mmgH)
using an endotracheal tube.

Before induction of anesthesia, TOF electrodes were applied to all patients’ forearm
as recommended by the manufacturer. The TOF value was recorded by an assessor
blinded to the study treatment during procedure. The peripheral nerve stimulator
(TOF-Watch) was used to all of patients from induction to arrival to the PACU, and
the TOF - count was also concealed to the anesthesiologist. The TOF-watch was
calibrated in each patient before performing the measurements. The stimulation
current was set to 30mA at 15-s intervals by stimulation of ulnar nerve. The
temperature was maintained above 36° C throughout the study.

Blood pressure was managed using a routine protocol. Patients were given an
intravenous injection of ephedrine at a bolus of 6 mg if mean blood pressure (MBP)
decreases to <80% of the preoperative baseline or systolic blood pressure(SBP)
decreases to <90 mmHg; atropine (0.3 mg) was given if heart rate(HR) decreases to
<50 beats/min. If MBP or HR increases by >20% of the preoperative baseline,
patients received intravenous injection of sufentanil (5 ug) followed by perdipine (0.5
mg) or esmolol (1 mg).



Tracheal extubation was performed when standard clinical criteria was met, which
was at the discretion of the anesthesiologist. After tracheal extubation, the patient was
transferred to the PACU and recorded TOF ratios immediately by an assessor upon
admission to the PACU. In addition, other parameters were also recorded including
the onset time, no reaction time, clinical duration, hemodynamic variables, the
duration of operation, and others.

Statistical Analysis
In previous study, the residual NMB rate at 33% in the patients under the age of 70 on
admission to the PACU[10]. We hypothesized that approximately 66% of patients in the
HIV group would have RNMB. The calculation yielded 33 participants per group to
detect differences with significance set at 0.05 and power set at 80%. Considering the
possibility of attrition, we planned to enroll a total of 90 subjects.

All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 19.0 software. All quantitative
variables were normally distributed (as demonstrated by the Shapiro–Wilk method),
analyzed by Student's t test, and presented as mean ± SD. The mean difference and its
95% CI were calculated. Categorical data were analyzed using χ2 test or Fisher's exact
test. The p < 0 .05 was taken as statistically significant.

RESULTS
A total of 90 subjects were enrolled (Figure 1). Eighty subjects completed the study as
planned (n = 40 in each group); the remaining ten did not complete the study due to
either unsuccessful TOF monitor (n = 7) or unavailable consent (n = 3). Baseline
characteristics, including demographic data and preoperative complications were
generally comparable between the two groups (Table 1). The study groups did not
differ in M/F, weight, height, American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status,
or preexisting medical conditions.

HIV-infected patients presented with lower CD4 counts (349.35±141.48/μL vs.
913.25±64.59/μL in uninfected patients (p<0.001)). However, the incidence of RNMB
was no different between two groups (37.5% in HIV- infected patients and 32.5% in
normal patients (p=0.81)) in our study (Table 2). There were no significant differences
between the two groups in cisatracurium onset time, no reaction time, nor in the
clinical duration parameters (Table 2). The total dose of cisatracurium administered
during surgery in the HIV group and the Non-HIV group was not significantly
different (0.13±0.02 mg/kg/h vs. 0.14 ± 0.02 mg/kg/h respectively, (p= 0.48)). Body
temperature was 36.29 ± 0.18 °C and 36.28±0.13 °C in the HIV group and Non-HIV
group respectively (p=0 .72) (Table 2). Hemodynamic profiles were comparable
between the two groups (Table 3). No subject had postoperative pulmonary
complications and wound infections.



Figure 1. Trial profile of participants

Table 1. Participant characteristics
HIV（n=40) NO-HIV(n=40)

Age(year) 47.65±7.08 46.83±9.56
Height(cm) 170.38±11.03 167.20±9.90
Weight(kg) 69.58±11.57 69.35±9.80
Sex(M/F) 22/18 19/21
ASA score (I/II) 8/32 6/34
Smoking history 17 (42.50%) 21 (52.50%)
Drinking history 18 (45.00%) 20 (50.00%)
Hypertension 9 (22.50%) 16 (40.00%)
Diabetes mellitus 3 (7.50%) 3 (7.50%)
Cardiac disease 2 (5.00%) 1 (2.50%)
Neurological disease 1 (2.50%) 0 (0.00%)

Data are number of patients (%) or mean ± SD. ASA =American Society of Anesthesiologists

Table 2. Residual Neuromuscular Blockade and Other Perioperative Data
HIV（n=40) NO-HIV(n=40) Difference (99% CI) P Values

CD4+ T cells count (μL) 349.35±141.48 913.25±64.59 -563.9(-612.86 to -514.94) <0.001

Residual Neuromuscular Blockade
(TOF<0.9) 15 (37.50%) 13 (32.50%) 5(-16 to 26) 0.815

Intubation dose of cisatracurium (mg) 13.90±2.17 13.83±2.04 0.47(-0.86 to 1.01) 0.87

Total dose of cisatracurium (mg/kg/h) 0.13±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.01(-0.01 to 0.14) 0.48



Reverseal agent use, n (%) 17 (42.50%) 22 (55.00%) -12.5(-18.34 to 20.85) 0.37

Onset time 4.05±0.88 3.85±1.08 0.22(-0.24 to 0.64) 0.37

No reaction time 49.83±3.81 48.98±5.12 1.01(-1.16 to 2.86) 0.40

Clinical duration 53.78±3.05 52.40±5.03 0.93(-0.48 to 3.23) 0.14

Length of surgery(min) 91.65±21.57 92.15±26.76 -0.5(-11.32 to 10.32) 0.92

Length of anesthesia(min) 99.00±23.59 99.95±24.64 -0.95(-11.69 to 9.79) 0.86

Temperature at end of procedure (°C) 36.29±0.18 36.28±0.13 0.03(-0.06 to 0.08) 0.72

TOF = train-of-four

Table 3. Changes of hemodynamics between two groups
Before

induction

Before

intubation

After

intubation

Before

incision

After

incision

Before

extubation

After

extubation

MAP

(mmgH)

HIV 94.48±5.65 74.14±6.39 90.32±9.38 78.94±6.01 85.51±4.84 86.07±7.02 89.93±4.96

NO-HIV 92.03±10.03 73.46±7.58 90.34±11.01 75.10+13.01 88.03±7.01 82.65±11.02 90.23±7.14

HR

(bpm)

HIV 71.70±3.95 64.95±4.32 74.72±5.57 60.43±4.99 64.43±5.64 60.73±7.17 63.98±6.26

NO-HIV 73.00±87.78 64.35±9.51 73.33±8.40 60.98±8.23 64.30±8.03 63.78±9.83 67.38±8.82

DISCUSSION
Residual NMB is commonly observed in the early postoperative period. Furthermore,
residual blockade even may exist after arrival at the PACU, which has been shown to
be associated with significant morbidity and delay in recovery room discharge[7、9-10].
In the current trial, we found that the incidence of RNMB was similar in HIV patients
(37.5%) and in normal patients (32.5%). Our results also revealed no difference in
onset time, no reaction time or clinical duration of neuromuscular blockers between
two groups. To our knowledge, this is the first investigation to explore the RNMB and
the NMBAs response in HIV populations.

Previous clinical studies have demonstrated that nearly 57% of elderly patients
administered intermediate-acting NMBAs have TOF ratios less than 0.9 in the PACU
[11]. The incidence is higher than that in our trial. In the present trial, the average years
were 47.65±7.08 and 46.83±9.56 respectively in HIV and Non-HIV group. It is
consistent with many previous studies showing that the duration and recovery index
are significantly longer in the elderly group compared with the adult group receiving
neuromuscular[10、12-13]. Therefore, we chose young subjects to eliminate the influence
of age on the outcome. On the other hand, considering the potential bias leaded by a
volatile agent on the depth of muscle relaxation, TIVAwas preferred to inhalation
anaesthesia[14-15].

Prolonged neuromuscular blockade in patients treated with ARVs are reported[5].
However, we didn’t discover any significant differences between the two groups in



cisatracurium onset time, nor in clinical duration parameters (Table 2). Such a
difference could be ascribed to differences of kinds of factors, including the type of
neuromuscular blocking agent, patient demographic features, categories of
antiretroviral drugs. Cisatracurium undergoes Hofmann elimination, not rely on
hepatic or renal function[16-17]. Vecuronim’s clearance mainly depend on hepatic
function[18-19]. Thus, Fassoulaki[5] injected vecuronium to HIV patients, who has
abnormal liver function. This may be one reason casuing prolonged neuromuscular
blockade.

HIV is a neurotropic virus that can get access to central nervous system(CNS) at any
stage of the disease[20]. HIV patients in different phase have a variety of clinical
symbols, which can vary from asymptomatic patients to multiorgan disease with
opportunistic infections[21-22]. The patients’ baseline characteristics, preoperative
complications(ie. cardiac and/or neurological disease) are shown in Table 1.
As far as we know, HIV-positive patients had more cardiovascular and/or neurological
problems compared with the HIV-negative patients, especially in full-blown AIDS.
The difference was no stastically significant in our study(Group HIV: 3 patients VS. 1
patient in Group non- HIV ). HIV is an extremely complex medical disorder involving
multi-organ systerm. It is classified according to clinical symptoms related with HIV
infection and the severity of immunological depression. Generally we use age-related
CD4+T lymphocyte to reflect the patients’ immunological system[23-24]. Jyotsna[25]
reported that HIV patients whose CD4+T lymphocyte cell counts < 200 cells/ul have
more respiratory tract infections. We should put off elective surgery for these
high-risk patients.Nevertheless, it is still recommended that elective surgery should be
undertaken after optimizing the ART and improving the CD4+T counts[26]. In our
study the mean CD4+ T lymphocyte cell count of HIV-positive patients was 349.35±
141.48 cells/ul. No patient had post-operative pulmonary infection or other
complications.

The sample size of the current study is relatively small. Also, we only compared the
incidence of RNMB of cisatracurium in HIV and Non-HIV patients. Accordingly, we
don’t know the response of other muscle relaxants or the incidence of RNMB in HIV
patients. Also, we didn’t study the incidence of RNMB in elderly HIV populations.
We are currently planning studies to address these issues.

CONCLUSIONS
The odds of RNMB were not significantly different in HIV-infected patients
compared to normal persons, cisatracurium would require no dose adjustments in
young HIV patients whose CD4+T lymphocyte cell counts ＞200 cells/ul.
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